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Debrief Flow

• Setting the scene

• Switchover context

• Switchover journeys: key learning on appropriate take-up

• Switchover journeys: a deep dive

• Summary and conclusions
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Please note:  case study material has been removed from this document



Setting the Scene

Objectives and approach
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Research objective

To understand the drivers and barriers to Scheme take-up, to improve 

the design and delivery of the service and to get a clearer picture of 

the extent to which take-up is appropriate.

SETTING THE SCENE

Is the scheme design working? Has anything been overlooked?
•What is the environment like for customers in the run up to a switch?

•What is the reputation of the Help Scheme? How is it performing in terms of credibility? What 

are people saying about it?

•Is the message to respond clear (opt out as well as opt in)? Why are they not responding? 

•Are the Help Scheme’s communications working? 
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What drives take-up / response? 
•What do people look for or need before they respond?

•What can we do to increase response?

•Are we doing anything we need to stop doing?

•Are the Help Scheme’s communications working? 

Is take up “appropriate”? 
The Help Scheme has 4 key objectives: VfM, Customer Satisfaction, identifying and helping the most 

vulnerable, and appropriate takeup.  

•In the context of the Help Scheme constraints, what does “appropriate” mean for eligible people?  



Methodology overview

2. LOCAL CONSULTATION
• Identification of local groups and key players 

• Mine local knowledge and build understanding of 

environmental and contextual factors

1. KICK OFF
• Identification of current journey/s and hypothesised 

drivers and barriers to uptake

SETTING THE SCENE
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3. DEPTHS & GROUPS
• Groups, triads and depths with eligible people: users, 

non users and non responders across the range of 

eligibility criteria

• Group discussions with carers (informal and 

professional)

4. FRONTLINE MINI GROUPS 

AND OBSERVATION

• Interview and observation of call centre operatives to 

understand a broad perspective on the customer take-

up journey and test emerging hypotheses



Sample structure

SETTING THE SCENE

A total of 9 mini-groups, 6 triads and 32 depths delivering a practical and cost effective 

approach - a robust and representative sample focused on West Country B and West Wales

West Country B West Wales

Over 75s Over 75s 2 Triads 2 Triads

Over 85s 1 Depth 1 Depth

Blind and Partially Sighted 3 Depths 1 Group

2 Depths

Deaf and Hard of 

Hearing

1 Group

2 Depths

2 Triads
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Hearing 2 Depths

Learning Difficulties (mild - moderate) 6 Depths 6 Depths

Mental health conditions (mild - moderate) 4 Depths 2 Depths

1 Group

*Socially isolated / recently bereaved 3 Depths 1 Depth

Mobility

(inc. dexterity)

1 Group

4 Depths

1 Group

2 Depths

Carers: Informal 1 Group 1 Group

Carers: Formal 1 Group 1 Group

* To be completed



Fieldwork details: West Country B

REDRUTH

DSO1: 8 July

DSO2: 5 August

Fieldwork: 10-18th September 

(5 weeks post DSO2)

2 weeks prior to 30th September re-tune

Fieldwork was conducted in the area 

served by the Redruth transmitter

SETTING THE SCENE



Fieldwork details: West Wales

SETTING THE SCENE

Fieldwork was conducted in the area 

served by the CARMEL and 

PRESELLI transmitters

PRESELI

DSO1: 19th August

DSO2: 16th September

Fieldwork: 30S September – 9th October

(2-3  weeks post DSO2)

CARMEL

DSO1: 26th August

DSO2: 23th September

Fieldwork: 30S September – 9th October

(1-2  weeks post DSO2)



Context: What does the Switchover feel like from the other 

side?
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There has been considerable variation in experience of the digital 

switchover in both West Wales and West Country B

Technically able and/or: 

• Didn’t have to do anything

• Re-tune simple or even automatic 

• No real change or adverse effects noticed

• Have lost valuable services (particular 

channels, recording equipment, ability to 

read/record subtitles)

• Have been confused by screen freezing / 

weak signal messages 

Switchover 

Experience
Easy to switch Difficult to switch

CONTEXT: What does switchover feel like from the other side?

Some Eligible People have had a stressful experience
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• No real change or adverse effects noticed weak signal messages 

• Have paid substantial amounts to fix aerial 

or replace digital equipment

Some Eligible People are still struggling post DSO2 

Re-tuning, in particular, is not well understood and causing 

significant problems and anxiety



There is a huge difference between knowing about switchover and 

understanding how to get through it  

CONTEXT: What does switchover feel like from the other side?

There is more than 

one switchover date
Channels may come and go

You may need new 

recording equipment

You may need to re-tune 
Teletext will go

You may need a new aerial

There are a number of factors which can increase the complexity of the 

switchover process and trip people up
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You may need to re-tune 

your TV equipment
Teletext will go

There may be pixilation

or freeze-framing

Those who are unprepared (and unable) to deal with complexities 

can experience considerable anxiety

Many of those who are already ‘digital’ did not pay attention to switchover 

messaging, and experience considerable difficulty during switchover



The diversity of switchover experiences adds to the confusion  

CONTEXT: What does switchover feel like from the other side?

The complexity of the switchover process appears to vary 

hugely from person to person

Type of digital equipment 

(digital TV, digi-box etc)

Signal received

(location, transmitter vs. relay, 

dormant vs. active pre DSO)
A variety of stories are 

circulating regarding the 

cause of the diversity –

usually by the family or 

support network rather than 

the eligible person themselves
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Model of digital equipment

This can make it difficult for people to know how to apply simple 

switchover messages to their own situation – and to help each other

The switchover is therefore not the same for everyone 

(as is initially expected)

Even within the same household different televisions usually require 

different intervention

the eligible person themselves



As a result, it’s a blurry picture on the ground: myths, confusion and 

mis-selling are an issue

Of course this is particularly true for those who are least able, but there is 

some confusion even amongst the most capable eligible people

You need a digital 

aerial

There’s something else 

happening on 30th

September – I don’t 

know what that’s about

It was always pixilating and 

cracking and I thought the 

set was going to blow up sort 

of thing

CONTEXT: What does switchover feel like from the other side?

I know a couple 
He stung me £150 
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upstairs who were 

charged £60 for each of 

the re-tunes

He stung me £150 

for an aerial I 

could have got for 

£15 in Argos – he 

left the receipt in 

the bag.

I bought a digi-box but the 

picture isn’t good, I’m going to 

take it back and buy a more 

expensive one

There is a climate of cynicism and uncertainty

Reported re-tune fees by local companies were particularly high in 

Wales – up to £60 per re-tune



There is a desire for trusted human voices to help navigate through 

the confusion

I went straight to Jones’ – they have 50 years of experience

CONTEXT: What does switchover feel like from the other side?

Many people turn to established local sources of electrical expertise (in both 

regions); face to face contact is vital

Local consumer/citizen champions can also provide reassurance and guidance; 

discussion of individual cases helps bring switchover messages home
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DUK regional manager Bill Taylor on the Laurence Reed show worked 

really well in Cornwall; Laurence Reed himself is seen as a trusted 

switchover consumer champion

Communicating through trusted local networks is key

discussion of individual cases helps bring switchover messages home

There is less evidence of on the ground activity in Wales, including 

no notable radio presence



In retrospect, those who have experienced difficulties feel they were 

unprepared for the realities of the switchover process

• People struggle to diagnose the source of the problem (often 

re-tune) and question:

• Is it the type of box I bought?

• How I installed it?

• Am I not using it properly?

CONTEXT: What does switchover feel like from the other side?

When it doesn’t go smoothly people lack the 

knowledge to sort it out
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People may be opting out of help early in the journey before they 

know what lies ahead

• Am I not using it properly?

• Do I need to replace my aerial?

• At this stage they can struggle to know where to go for help

Individuals are not necessarily aware of their needs before – or even 

during - the switchover



Many people had thought that the switchover was simply a case of 

getting the right equipment

We thought all we 

needed was to buy a 

new TV but it wasn’t

They said it was going 

to be easy but it wasn’t 

– it was a lie

Whenever I heard ‘digital’ I 

thought I’m ok, I have a digi-

box so I switched off

CONTEXT: What does switchover feel like from the other side?

It wasn’t explained; it 

looked easy but it 

wasn’t
We should have 

The instruction book said to 
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wasn’t
We should have 

been told that it is a 

process not just a 

switch

The instruction book said to 

‘scroll down’ but I had no idea 

what that meant

The switchover in fact requires active involvement to re-tune and 

troubleshoot 

Troubleshooting requires a confidence with navigating digital 

equipment which many people do not have 



A breadth of switchover needs emerge 

Help integrating new/existing  

recording equipment

Help re-tuning

CONTEXT: What does switchover feel like from the other side?

Help understanding 

fluctuations between re-tunes

Help converting from 

analogue6

5

4

2

Help understanding how the 

switchover will affect me

1

3
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“We’ve had a digi-box for a few years but I’m completely confused”

Help with aerials

This very much includes eligible people who have already bought 

digital equipment as well as those who haven’t

(digital equipment does not ensure a smooth switchover process)

The is a strong desire for reliable information, advice, sign-posting, 

and reassurance



CONTEXT: What does switchover feel like from the other side?

The switchover is not a straightforward experience ‘from the other side’, many 

believe that digital equipment = immune from switchover process

Summary

Individuals are not necessarily aware of their needs before the switchover and 

Eligible People can opt out early in the journey before they know what lies ahead

The complexity of the switchover process appears to vary hugely from person to 

person - this can make it difficult for people to relate switchover messages to 

own their situation – or help each other
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People have a breath of switchover needs: help understanding how the 

switchover will affect them, help with aerials, help integrating new or existing 

recording equipment, help converting from analogue, help understanding 

fluctuations between re-tunes, help re-tuning

There is a need for authoritative, trusted local voices to reassure and bring 

switchover messages home

There seems to be much less visible outreach activity and trusted voices (such 

as Laurence Reed/Bill Taylor) in West Wales and this does appear to have a 

negative impact



Switchover Journeys

Key learning on appropriate take-up
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An axis can be used to help understand the different switchover 

journeys experienced by Eligible People 

Easy to switch

The vertical axis relates to how easy or difficult they found the 

switchover process 

(difficult = stressful, expensive, hard to understand)

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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Used 

Help Scheme

Didn’t use 

Help Scheme

Difficult to switch

The horizontal axis relates to whether or not they used the Help 

Scheme (by which we mean ‘used for installation’)



The good news is that many Eligible People have been able to cope 

with the switchover 

Easy to switch

Both Survivors and Served appear to have come through the 

switchover– either with support from family, friends or the 

Help Scheme

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Served 

Survivors
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Used 

Help Scheme

Didn’t use 

Help Scheme

Difficult to switch

Those in the ‘Served’ quadrant report a particularly 

smooth, positive experience

Served 



However, what seems like a reasonably substantial group have 

experienced difficulties with the switchover

Easy to switch

Most of those who have had a bumpy ride sit within 

‘Strugglers’ who didn’t use the Help Scheme

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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Used 

Help Scheme

Didn’t use 

Help Scheme

Difficult to switch

There are also some Dissatisfied Help Scheme Users 

who are useful to learn from – although this feels like a much less 

significant group than Strugglers

Dissatisfied 
Strugglers



Understanding Strugglers is key to unlocking the issue of 

‘appropriate take up’ 

Despite the fact that some Survivors were 

unaware of the Help Scheme and others 

did not understand the key messages 

they all have had a successful outcome

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Easy to switch

Served 
Survivors
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Used 

Help Scheme

Didn’t use 

Help Scheme

Difficult to switch

Served 

Dissatisfied 
Strugglers

In contrast, Strugglers have not had a successful 

outcome and the key question is what are the 

barriers which prevented them from using the Help 

Scheme? – and furthermore, can these barriers be 

addressed?



Certainly there are some Strugglers who would have benefitted from 

accessing the Switchover Help Scheme 

Key communication barriers have held a number of Strugglers

back from accessing the SHS

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Didn’t use 

Help Scheme

Strugglers

Key barriers:

• Unaware of the Help Scheme

• Are unaware of the Help Scheme’s presence

• Don’t recall receiving Help Scheme information (didn’t receive, 

have forgotten or binned without reading)
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Help Scheme

Difficult to 

switch

•Did not understand key messages 

• Didn’t understand the information

• Missed key messages: whole packaging including aerial, re-

tune assistance, aftercare / 2nd tv

• Have misjudged the SHS on the basis of the £40 charge 

(positions as ‘selling’, as an equipment fee seems poor value 

for money)

HOWEVER, reaching all these Strugglers will not be easy as some are 

likely to be particularly vulnerable or have communication issues



There are also many ‘already digital’ Strugglers for whom the benefit 

of using the SHS is less clear 

These Strugglers did not perceive the SHS 

to be relevant to their needs

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

• Many Strugglers were already digital before the presence of the Help Scheme

Already digital

• Some had needs relating only to the re-tune and would not have benefitted from 
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The ‘already digital’ Strugglers would not have been reached with the SHS 

messaging in West Country B and West Wales

• Some had needs relating only to the re-tune and would not have benefitted from 

a SHS equipment offer

• Others might have benefited from replacing digital equipment but would not 

have realised this from existing SHS messaging

• Nor do they realise that upgrading digital equipment may help, there is an 

assumption that ‘digital is digital’



Finally, some Strugglers are particularly hard to reach and engage 

These Strugglers require active intervention to help them

engage with the digital switchover

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Hard to reach

• Reject assistance or benefits generally

• Pride, desire for independence, lack of a sense of entitlement

• Anxious of engaging with unknown parties (require reassurance, endorsement)

Rejecters
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While we are not suggesting it is impossible to engage these people it is 

likely to require comprehensive community outreach

May be struggling to cope with day to day activities

• Some with mental health issues such as depression, personality disorders, psychiatric 

disorders

• On medication and unable to concentrate

• Recently bereaved, struggling to function or take on duties usually looked after by their 

spouse

• Socially isolated

• Those with yet-to-be diagnosed dementia, Alzheimer's, learning difficulties etc

Hard to reach



When it comes to appropriateness, we would not say that the SHS 

take up is at an inappropriate level 

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

‘Already digital’ Strugglers represent a substantial portion of 

those who had a bumpy ride and the SHS does not offer a re-tune 

A good majority of Eligible People have come through the 

switchover process smoothly

This is based on the following:
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only offer, nor was a clear offer to replace digital equipment (vs. 

convert to analogue) targeted at these people

The wider digital switchover context in which the SHS operates 

needs to be acknowledged and currently messaging around 

complexity / breadth of switchover needs is not getting through –

this makes it difficult for people to realise they may need help

Some Strugglers are particularly hard to reach and engage, 

especially without extensive use of community supporters



We do however, strongly believe that SHS take-up could be 

improved in a number of ways 

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Improving existing 

SHS delivery

There are three areas for future focus:

New actions to help 

1
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New actions to help 

address barriers to take-up

Addressing weak spots 

(within reason)

2

3

NB. Key actions will be explored in detail for each quadrant



Switchover Journeys

A deep dive: exploring triggers and barriers to take-up
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Exploring each quadrant in detail … 

Easy to switch

Served 

Used Didn’t use 
1

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Survivors

4
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Difficult to switch

Strugglers

Used 

Help Scheme

Didn’t use 

Help Scheme

1

3 2

4

Dissatisfied 



Exploring each quadrant in detail … 

Easy to switch

Served 

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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Served 

Used 

Help Scheme

1



The good news is that the Served segment have had a positive 

switchover experience with the Help Scheme

SERVED

Fear of technology and financial concern are key drivers for take up

• Difficult to cope alone 

• Desire for independence 

from support network

• Fear of technology / 

change

• Concerns with installing 

and learning to use 

equipment

• Concerns over the cost 

of going digital

• Potentially have a range 

of equipment to convert

• SHS is a good deal 

(savvy shoppers )

K
e
y
 

d
ri
v
e
rs

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Strongest drivers
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K
e
y
 S
H
S
 

b
e
n
e
fi
ts

(savvy shoppers )

• Limits the need for 

assistance of others

• Offers empowerment for 

some** (especially 

housebound)

• Installation

• Equipment 

demonstration 

• Free (for those who are 

eligible)

• Aerial for £40

‘Installation’ and ‘free help’ are the clear SHS messages which are 

understood and passed on

**This is highly dependent on personal views – others reject help as it is seen to 

undermine their independence



Word of mouth has an important role to play in driving take-up

Through word of mouth, Eligible People are: 

• Primed to look out for their pack

• Passed the contact details for the Help Scheme

• Especially important for those who had already thrown their pack 

Word of mouth is a powerful means of communication 

and endorsement for many Eligible People

SERVED
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

When people ask about the leaflets I tell them not to just 

trust anyone – that they should speak to this official 

scheme 

Post Office worker
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WOM via Help Scheme Users is particularly powerful and

should be actively leveraged 

(this is what is building trust and credibility for the SHS)

• Especially important for those who had already thrown their pack 

away or don’t recall ever receiving 

• Reassured of the trustworthiness of the Help Scheme

• ‘It’s the official one’

• Good customer service



The Switchover Help Scheme is indistinguishable from the overall 

switchover process 

An ‘official’ scheme although lacking in any distinctive identity

… known as ‘the number’, the ‘help line’

Little recall of name but generally 

understood as ‘official’

Digital Al has high recognition links to 

overall switchover process

SERVED
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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While lack of identity is not an issue in itself, the SHS would benefit from 

creating materials with an element of stickiness which would make it 

easier for people to remember / recall / recommend it

overall switchover process

Communications come across as 

‘professional’ and ‘authoritative’

There are a plethora of other ‘numbers’ which can confuse when there is no ‘name 

attached’, including freeview helpline, sky helpline etc



‘Hidden’ benefits with real value emerge over the course of the Help 

Scheme experience

Even the Served segment are not clear on all of the Help Scheme 

benefits when they opted in

• Aerials are understood to be 

expensive and this significantly 

increases the perceived value of the 

Help Scheme

• In addition the Help Scheme reduces 

• Information on the re-tune (what, 

when)

• Clear instructions on how to re-tune 

provided by the engineer (few can 

Re-tune assistance Aerial replacement

SERVED
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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• In addition the Help Scheme reduces 

potential anxiety as aerial 

replacements are perceived as:

• Complex

• Risky (aerial scams reported 

and feared)

provided by the engineer (few can 

recall the letter copy)

• A smooth process which prevents 

concern

These messages are not clearly understood as a core part of 

the Help Scheme offer

Aerial replacement has become an important driver of WOM, 

especially in Wales



This segment report positive interactions with the Help Scheme

The Help Scheme is generally perceived to offer good 

customer service

• Polite and courteous

• Generally using passwords when 

appropriate

• Minimising disturbance 

• Polite and courteous 

• Better than expected (better than 

‘average’ call centre experience)

Call Centre Engineers

SERVED
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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• Minimising disturbance 

• Providing demonstrations 

Positive experiences at installation fuels WOM recommendations

I would have been proud to call him 

[the engineer] my son

They took their shoes off – no other 

work men have done that

To be honest, I called up to opt out 

because I have Sky for the TV in my 

living room but they really 

encouraged me to let them do the 

other TV .. really made me feel 

entitled … it has been a godsend, I 

am so thankful



SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Key drivers are installation and the offer of free or low cost equipment

Users don’t tend to understand the benefit bundle at opt-in, but come to 

value features such as aerial replacement and re-tune support

Word of mouth (especially of SHS Users) is key in endorsing the Help 

Summary

SERVED
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Positive experiences, especially of the installation, fuels word of mouth

Word of mouth (especially of SHS Users) is key in endorsing the Help 

Scheme, passing on the phone number, and encouraging people read to the 

pack

The SHS lacks any identifiable devices to help Users pass the message on



Objective: leverage WOM (including SHS users), this is critically 

important for creating trust and reaching those who most need the SHS

Actions to consider

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
SERVED

New action: consider using the engineers to deliver message or 

materials that will encourage and help SHS Users to spread the 
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New action: create a device with some stickiness to associate with the 

telephone number which would make it more memorable and easier to 

pass on - even Help Scheme users struggle to articulate who it was 

that helped them

materials that will encourage and help SHS Users to spread the 

message / endorse the SHS



Exploring each quadrant in detail … 

Easy to switch

Used Didn’t use 

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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Difficult to switch

Used 

Help Scheme

Didn’t use 

Help Scheme
2
Dissatisfied 



The Dissatisfied segment consists of a small number of SHS Users 

with specific issues

Comprehension and communication with engineers are particular 

issues

DISSATISFIED
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Some have been 

frustrated with installers 

who did not listen to 

them leading to:

• Inappropriate sighting 

• A few Scheme Users 

have not understood that 

there is aftercare 

available and have 

struggled as a 

• Some users have not 

understood that further 

action was required after 

the installation i.e. re-

tuning (a particular 

Engineers Unaware of 

SHS features

Unprepared for 

switchover process
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• Inappropriate sighting 

of aerial

• Boxes placed in 

inappropriate locations

The installation visit is playing a critical role – delivering on face to face reassurance, 

installation, reminder of aftercare, instructions for re-tune, preparation of what to expect 

during switchover etc – when information is missed out it can have negative 

consequences

struggled as a 

consequence

NB. Engineers do not 

always have aftercare 

stickers to leave behind

tuning (a particular 

problem for dormant 

installations)

NB. Few SHS users are able to recall receiving re-tune information by post, indicating the strength of 

face to face is as means of delivering information to Eligible People



SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

The few Dissatisfied Users encountered appear to be isolated cases rather 

than the ‘tip of the iceberg’

This highlights the extent to which the installation visit has become a critical 

There have however been a few instances of breakdowns in communications

which could have been avoided

Summary

DISSATISFIED
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Engineers need to be fully aware of the importance of the role that they 

play and be provided with tools which will help achieve this

This highlights the extent to which the installation visit has become a critical 

event in the process – relied on to deliver in a number of different ways

Alternatively, other means of communicating with Users post installation 

should be considered (the re-tune letters for example don’t seem to be cutting 

through)



Improving existing delivery: ensure engineers are fully aware of the 

importance of the role that they play and are provided with tools which 

will help achieve this – aftercare stickers are vitally important yet aren’t 

Actions to consider

Objective: ensure effective comprehension, providing clarity on access 

to aftercare / re-tune support in particular

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
DISSATISFIED
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will help achieve this – aftercare stickers are vitally important yet aren’t 

always available to give out

New action: consider an alternative means of communicating with 

Users post installation to reduce extent of burden on the installation 

visit



Exploring each quadrant in detail … 

Easy to switch

Used Didn’t use 

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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Difficult to switch

Strugglers

Used 

Help Scheme

Didn’t use 

Help Scheme
3



Strugglers have had a bumpy ride

This segment has experienced stress due to expense 

and/or loss of services (some issues are still unresolved)

Expense Loss of services

• Have lost channels 

• Have experienced channels ‘moving’ 

i.e. BBC 1 on channel 800 

• Picture freezing

• Needed/were advised to replace their aerial 

(£15 - £150)

• Replaced digi-boxes which they assumed 

weren’t working (potentially needed to be re-

set)

STRUGGLERS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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While many of the ‘loss of service’ issues may be addressed by the 

re-tune, many don’t realise this and are feeling very confused and 

considering buying replacement equipment

• Experiencing ‘weak signal’ messages

• Unable to use VHS equipment / record sub-

titles and unsure of where to get advice

• Upgrade digi-boxes

• Replaced digi-boxes because they found it too 

difficult to cope with 2 remote controls

• Paid for each re-tune (up to £60)

NOTE: Strugglers may be reluctant to admit that they are struggling, 

potentially blaming themselves for the problems

“This grey hair isn’t helping me much...  But I’ll get there in the end”



Strugglers includes eligible people with diverse experiences

Those ‘not aware’ of the 

SHS

Those who didn’t 

understand (SHS and/or 

switchover needs)

There is a broad range of factors preventing Strugglers 

from using the Help Scheme

There are 3 separate sub-groups within Strugglers

STRUGGLERS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Those ‘not able to use’ 

the SHS 
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• Didn’t anticipate problems

with the switchover process

• Didn’t understand the 

Help Scheme offer

• Haven’t heard of the 

switchover Help Scheme at 

all (unable to recall)

• Hard to reach and engage

•Already digital and didn’t 

consider replacing digital 

equipment through the SHS 

•Already digital and have a 

re-tune rather than 

equipment need 

•Some minor issues with 

regard to access

(particularly deaf and blind 

communities)

While difficult to quantify, we believe that many Strugglers are 

already digital and fall into the ‘not able to use’ sub-group



Some Strugglers have mis-understood the Help Scheme offer

• Assume the Help Scheme is only for older people

• Miss the benefit package e.g. aerial 

• Miss the 2nd TV message (consider selves digital on the basis that 

they have 1 digital TV or have Sky) 

• Live in A household with more than 1 Eligible Person 

• Assume or are told that only 1 person is able to use

• Assume that the TV which can be switched must be in the Eligible 

Persons room (esp. if they are a parent / carer who lives with an Eligible 

Person)

STRUGGLERS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Lack of 

comprehension

SHS
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Key issues

• Complexity of information:

• While the pack works for many people, for others it is too daunting or complex – this leads 

them to file or bin it without reading it

• While the humour of the ATL communications is appreciated, it dominates and adds a layer 

or complexity for those least able to decode it

• ‘For older people’ message dominates:

• A combination of the ATL campaign and dominance of Age Concern delivering across the 

spectrum of disability groups

• Key messages getting hidden:

• Benefit bundle not coming across clearly in communications

• Call centre understanding of household eligibility excluding some:

• A minor issue 



Actions to consider: lack of comprehension of SHS 

Objective: substantial simplification 

of SHS information using visual 

summaries

Improvement to existing delivery: 

Objective: push key messages 

harder through all communication 

channels (the home visit, 2nd TV, 

aerial, trusted option)

STRUGGLERS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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Improvement to existing 

delivery: provide simple tools 

which will help volunteers achieve 

this (remember they are not 

comfortable with delivering complex 

messages so it needs to be made 

easy)

Improvement to existing delivery:

stripped back ATL communications 

focusing on the benefit package 

(focus on education)

Improvement to existing delivery: 

a single mailing card with a simple 

visualisation of the scheme benefits



Other Strugglers were not aware of their needs before the 

switchover

• Assume the switchover process would be easy but have had 

problems with their aerial or re-tune

• ‘Switched off’ when they heard communications about digital as 

assumed they would be ok

• ‘Switched off’ and didn’t get 2nd TV message

STRUGGLERS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Switchover needs

Lack of 

comprehension

Key issues:

• Lack of real understanding of the switchover process:
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• Lack of real understanding of the switchover process:

• It has been distilled down to a ‘date’ and people assume all they need is digital equipment

• Some are choosing to act after hearing DUK information before realising help is on the way

CASE STUDY

• John is 80. He has lived alone since his wife died 4 years ago.

• He was aware of the Help Scheme but thought it would be just as easy to go to Comet and buy a 

cheap digi-box.

• He has found it much harder than expected to re-tune and isn’t sure where to get help.

OUTCOME: chose an alternative solution but struggling with the re-tune



Actions to consider: lack of comprehension of switchover needs 

Objective: ensuring access to the 

SHS when people do finally realise 

their needs

STRUGGLERS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Objective: ensuring those who are 

only part digital don’t fully switch off 

This issue will be difficult to address and require considering new activities and messages
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New action: a post switchover 

campaign to ensure those who 

encountered more difficulties than 

anticipated don’t miss the Help 

Scheme 

New action: a clear ‘even if you’re 

digital’ message, attracting the 

attention of those who are still eligible 

to convert a 2nd TV 

New action: consider a re-tune only 

offer, broadening the scope of the 

Help Scheme



Some Strugglers are ‘digital’ strugglers and don’t percieve the SHS 

as relevant to their needs

• Already digital and have a re-tune rather than equipment need

• Already digital and may benefit from upgrading their digi-box but 

didn’t consider replacing digital equipment through the SHS 

• Unable to diagnose what is wrong with their equipmentAlready digital

STRUGGLERS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

‘Not able to use’ 

the SHS 

Key issues:

• Disregard switchover information

• Unaware that digital equipment or their aerial might need upgraded (leaves them unprepared)
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CASESTUDY

• Lisa has learning difficulties. She lives with her mum and sister.

• Lisa’s mum read the letter from the Help Scheme but opted out. The family live in an area known 

for poor TV reception and switched to digi-boxes 2 years ago – most of their neighbours have Sky.

• Things went fine initially but now a number of channels appear to have disappeared. The screen 

also freezes.

• Lisa’s mum is unsure of what to do. She is wondering if a ‘satellite’ solution would have been 

better.

OUTCOME: already digital but struggling and has lost channels post DSO2, 

not sure why digi-box doesn’t work but is considering replacing

• Unaware that digital equipment or their aerial might need upgraded (leaves them unprepared)

• See the SHS as ‘analogue only’



Actions to consider: those not able to use the SHS 

Objective: reduce barriers for the ‘already digital’ Strugglers

Improvement to existing delivery: reduce the gap between 

DUK and SHS messaging to create less ‘already digital’ 

Strugglers

STRUGGLERS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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New action: clarify the SHS position on ‘replacing digital 

equipment’ (can Eligible People use the SHS to get a new 

digi-box to replace one that might no longer work after 

switchover – if this is the case it needs to be communicated 

clearly, they can’t ‘work it out’)

New action: consider a re-tune only offer: broadening the 

scope of the Help Scheme

Strugglers



Some Strugglers find it difficult to access the Help Scheme

• Have tried unsuccessfully to use the Help Scheme:

• Unable to get through to the call centre (individuals with 

certain mental health disabilities are most likely to get 

frustrated with long call wait times and give up)

• Unable to successfully communicate (BSL users)
Access Issues

STRUGGLERS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

‘Not able to use’ the 

SHS 
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Actions to consider: those not able to use SHS

Improve existing delivery:

• increase accessibility for those 

with little English and do not rely on 

Improve existing delivery: reduce 

waiting times 

Objective: increase accessibility 

for the deaf community
Objective: increase accessibility of 

the call centre

STRUGGLERS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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with little English and do not rely on 

it too heavily (simplify 

communications, use visuals and 

easy read) 

• tailor presentations to address 

concerns of the deaf community

• offer fax as a means of 

communication 

• account for regional BSL 

differences



Finally there are Strugglers who are completely unaware 

of the Help Scheme

• Didn’t receive pack – recently moved house / transient

• Don’t recall receiving pack

• Disregarded as junk mail and threw it out without reading

• Opened pack but didn’t engage with it

• Too scary or too much information

Many of these Strugglers will still be unaware that the

Help Scheme would have offered a better solution

STRUGGLERS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Not aware 

of the 

SHS
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• Too scary or too much information

• May have been already digital and switched off from all 

switchover messaging (it won’t affect me)

• May even have attended a SHS presentation but didn’t take in 

information

Key issues:

• Not on DWP database

• Have not engaged with any of the information which has been received

• Need active intervention from someone to help them address their switchover needs



Actions to consider: unaware of SHS 

Improving existing delivery: 

comprehensively target local 

organizations and support networks 

(the success of outreach activity 

Objective: broadening the reach of 

the SHS

Improving existing delivery: mail 

audio information in a CD envelope 

to get attention (it currently gets lost 

in the bulkiness of the pack and is 

Objective: reaching those 

registered blind or partially sighted

STRUGGLERS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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(the success of outreach activity 

was apparent in West Country B, 

compared to West Wales)

Improving existing delivery: a 

balanced approach to outreach 

including those working for mental 

health organisations

in the bulkiness of the pack and is 

easily missed)

Addressing weak spots: target 

community supporters to reach the 

harder to reach



Exploring each quadrant in detail … 

Easy to switch

Used Didn’t use 

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Survivors

4
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Difficult to switch

Used 

Help Scheme

Didn’t use 

Help Scheme

4



Despite not using the Help Scheme, the ‘Survivors’ 

segment had a relatively trouble free switchover

This segment may feel confident in their own ability, their support 

network’s ability, or have somehow managed to ‘muddle through’

Confidence in self
Confidence in

support network
‘Muddles through’

• Feels incapable of dealing 

with the switchover
• Feels capable of dealing with 

the switchover – either 

SURVIVORS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

• Does not feel overly 

confident about dealing with 
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with the switchover

• Relies on supportive family 

or friend for help on a regular 

basis

• Takes pride in having ‘family’ 

to deal with the switchover

• Disengages with the 

switchover process

the switchover – either 

installing a digi-box 

personally or know who to ask 

(i.e. familiar with a local 

supplier)

• Can consider it important to 

be self-reliant; do not perceive 

self as Help Scheme ‘target’

The Help Scheme is often not considered by Survivors, some are not 

aware of it’s presence nor understand the offer

confident about dealing with 

the switchover but gathers 

information as they go along 

• Might encounter re-tune 

issues but are able to find 

someone to help

• Otherwise, have found the 

process quite straightforward



Lack of awareness or a perceived lack of relevance means that this 

segment doesn’t engage with the Help Scheme offer

Few investigate the full Help Scheme offer or 

comprehensively weigh up their options

SURVIVORS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

• Tend not to engage with 

switchover information

• Tend to act on basic 

information

• May be not aware of the Help 

Scheme (or its benefits), either 

Confidence in self
Confidence in

support network
‘Muddles through’
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This segment are satisfied with how their needs have been met with 

regard to the switchover

switchover information

• Not ‘my responsibility’ 

• The Help Scheme not 

necessarily on the radar of the 

person in charge of their 

digital solution

information

• Choose and buy equipment 

on a cost basis

• Can reject the Help Scheme 

on the basis of equipment 

cost comparison

Scheme (or its benefits), either 

disregarding the pack as junk 

mail or not understanding it 

• Alternatively may have acted 

before finding out about the 

Help Scheme



However, while all did have a positive switchover outcome, this 

wasn’t always a result of active planning or decision making – not 

all made a considered choice to ‘opt-out’

Some had not heard of the SHS and others weren’t clear on the 

Summary

Survivors have managed, one way or another, to come through 

the switchover process relatively trouble free – without the SHS

SURVIVORS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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Some had not heard of the SHS and others weren’t clear on the 

benefits on offer, this has 2 important implications:

Survivors haven’t been able to endorse or pass the 

SHS message on to those who need it

Some Survivors have got by through chance rather 

than coping strategies



Action to consider

Objective: increase awareness and understanding among Survivors to 

ensure they can access the SHS if needed and can help spread the 

message

SURVIVORS
SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Improving existing delivery: these people will be reached through 

similar actions recommended for Strugglers –in particular, simplification 
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similar actions recommended for Strugglers –in particular, simplification 

of information, pushing key messages harder, greater outreach 



Opt out vs. non responders

There are 2 key reasons why people do not respond to ‘opt out’:

1. The ‘opt out’ section is only obvious to those who read the pack and 

give it their attention. Many non-responders are not likely to engage with 

the pack to this degree and generally miss the request for an opt out 

response.

2. Even when people do realise there is an ‘opt-out’ request, they do not 

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS

Opt out doesn’t necessary equal ‘Survivor’
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2. Even when people do realise there is an ‘opt-out’ request, they do not 

realise the benefit of opting out which means they fail to act. 

It is important to note that ‘opt-out’ responses have come from Strugglers 

who are already digital or who have misunderstood the Help Scheme

Improving existing delivery: ensuring the ‘opt out’ request is at the 

start of the page and easy to spot should increase the response rate



In addition to the four journeys identified there are a number of 

Eligible People who have not taken action to upgrade analogue TVs

These Eligible People have now lost PSTV 

CASE STUDY 1 (MAIN TV)

• Andrew lives alone. He has not turned his TV on since the switchover.

SWITCHOVER JOURNEYS
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• It is an analogue TV which will no longer work.

• He does know this but hasn’t taken any action.

• He says he likes to do other things rather than watch TV but did watch TV until the 

switchover.

While it is very difficult to quantify, it seems this group does exist



Conclusions
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Take up for the SHS is not at an inappropriate level

CONCLUSIONS

‘Already digital’ Strugglers represent a substantial portion of 

those who have had a bumpy ride and the SHS does not offer a re-

tune only offer, nor was a clear offer to replace digital equipment (vs. 

convert to analogue) targeted at these people

A good majority of Eligible People have come through the switchover 

process smoothly
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convert to analogue) targeted at these people

The wider digital switchover context in which the SHS operates 

needs to be acknowledged and currently messaging around 

complexity / breadth of switchover needs is not getting through – this 

makes it difficult for people to realise they may need help

Some Strugglers are particularly hard to reach and engage,

especially without extensive use of community supporters



CONCLUSIONS

We do however, strongly believe that SHS take-up could be 

improved in a number of ways 

Improving existing 

SHS delivery

There are three areas for future focus:

New actions to help 

1
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New actions to help 

address barriers to take-up

Addressing weak spots 

(within reason)

2

3



CONCLUSIONS

Improving existing SHS delivery1

Simplify SHS communications: while the pack works for many people it is too complex 

and daunting for others – this leads them to file or bin it rather than read it. A single mailing 

card with a simple visualisation of the scheme benefits, for example, may prove more 

effective at getting their attention.

Strip back ATL communications: the humour (while appreciated by many) dominates and 

adds a layer of complexity which some struggle to unravel – particularly those with 

communication difficulties.
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Push key messages harder through all communication channels (the home visit, 2nd TV, 

aerial, trusted option): the face to face presentations are particularly important and all these 

messages should be addressed. It is likely that volunteers will need simple tools to help 

achieve this.

Ensure a balance in communications and delivery: engage those who work in different 

fields (for example, mental health).

Continue to leverage WOM among both Users and the broader community



CONCLUSIONS

Improving existing SHS delivery (contd).1

Clarify the definition of household for those in the call centre.

Comprehensively target local organizations and support networks: the success of 

outreach activity was apparent in West Country B, compared to West Wales.

Increase accessibility for: deaf community (especially BSL target).

Reduce call centre wait times.
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Increase accessibility for: deaf community (especially BSL target).

Ensure engineers are fully aware of the importance of the role that they play and are 

provided with tools which will help achieve this (ensure aftercare stickers are always given 

out).

Increase reach among those who are blind or partially sighted: mail audio 

information in a CD envelope or thinner pack to make it easier for blind/partially sighted 

people to identify themselves (avoid getting filtered out by those who screen their mail).



CONCLUSIONS

New actions to help address barriers to take-up2

Consider a ‘simple message’ mail out, an A5 card with a simple message of ‘help’

Leverage WOM by existing users – this is critically important for creating trust and 

reaching those who most need the SHS - consider using the engineers to deliver message 

or materials

Target those who might switch off with an ‘even if you’re digital’ message (to drive 2nd 

TV or aerial message)
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TV or aerial message)

Consider a post switchover campaign to ensure those who encountered more difficulties 

than anticipated don’t miss the Help Scheme (pick up those left behind and confused)

Reduce the gap between DUK and SHS messaging (create less digital strugglers)

Create a device with some stickiness to associate with the telephone number which 

would make it more memorable and easier to pass on. Even Help Scheme users struggle 

to articulate who it was that helped them. 



CONCLUSIONS

New actions to help address barriers to take-up (contd.)2

Clarify the SHS position on ‘replacing digital equipment’ (can Eligible People use the 

SHS to get a new digi-box to replace one that might no longer work after switchover – if this 

is the case it needs to be communicated clearly, they can’t ‘work it out’)

Consider an alternative means of communicating with Users post installation to 

Assess the feasibility offering a ‘re-tune only’ offer
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Consider an alternative means of communicating with Users post installation to 

reduce extent of burden on the installation visit

Addressing weak spots (within reason)3

Communities outreach is critical to try to reach people who need the intervention of others 

but lack a comprehensive support network (including the socially isolated, recently 

bereaved, those with mental health conditions). Engaging community supporters to reach 

these people will be key.
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Thank you


